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Platformer Research (1/3)
Alex Kidd in Miracle World - Sega, Sega Wow

Gameplay:
In Alex Kidd in Miracle World, the player must finish levels and overcome obstacles and puzzles in both scrolling and 
single-screen environments.
Story:
The Alex Kidd video games are about a young martial artist. In the Miracle World game, he learns of a villain called Janken the 
Great and how he has defeated the King and kidnapped the King’s son.
Visual Style:
The visual style is 16 bit pixel art. This was due to limitations of the Sega Genesis/Mega Drive.
Challenges:
Throughout the 17 stages, Alex faces many monsters and the three henchmen of Janken the Great, before facing Janken 
himself. 
Mechanics:
You collect money to buy items in the ingame shop. There isn’t a level timer like is present in Mario. The environment affects 
Alex’s control (buoyancy on water or sliding on ice).
Unique Selling Point:
You can drive vehicles - unlike most platformers at the time.



Platformer Research (2/3)
Fez - Phil Fish, Polytron Corporation, Blitworks

Gameplay:
Fez is a 2D platformer set within a 3D world. In Fez, you must complete puzzles to progress through the game. 
Story:
The game starts with Gomez, the main character, obtaining a Fez and witnessing a golden hexahedron breaking up which 
tears the fabric of spacetime, revealing the third dimension to Gomez.
Visual Style:
The visual style of this game is 8-bit pixel art. This is to create nostalgia for older players who grew up playing platformer 
games on retro consoles or arcade machines.
Challenges:
Fez has no enemies so the challenge comes from solving puzzles and problem solving.
Mechanics:
Fez is a 2D game in a 3D environment; the world rotates around to reveal the next face of the cube-like structures.
Unique Selling Point:
2D game in a 3D world which doesn’t contain enemies. This game is purely puzzle based unlike the Mario or Alex Kidd games.



Platformer Research (3/3)
Stick Fight: The Game - Landfall Games

Gameplay:
Stick fight the game is a multiplayer experience which can be played both online with strangers or via the local machine with 
multiple controllers.
Story:
There is no story to this game - it is a full on fight to the death game.
Visual Style:
The visual style is more cartoony, vector graphics. This works well for the funny gameplay of the game.
Challenges:
The challenge is trying to avoid obstacles whilst killing the other coloured stick men (and women - let's be inclusive). The goal 
is the be the last stick person standing.
Mechanics:
Stick fight the game has wide variety of weapons ranging from pistols and rocket launchers all the way to deadly snake 
cannons and death rays.
Unique Selling Point:
Compared to many platformers, the unique selling point of Stick Fight: The Game is the combat mechanics and silly gameplay 
which doesn’t fail to provide hours of fun, especially when playing with friends.



Characters:
The main character will be a cat whose name is Claude.
Story:
The story will follow Claude around around his owners house. Claude is hungry and must find food as his owner has left him 
alone whilst the owner went on holiday.
Mechanics:
A good idea for a mechanic in Kitty Kat Klimb is the inclusion of a timer. This is because Claude will run out of food an that will 
make him starve to death. This adds pressure to the player. Another mechanic could be the inclusion of a lives system. When 
Claude runs out of lives, the game restarts from  the beginning.
Visuals:
For this game, I would look at using pixel art. This is because pixel art is simple to do in a short space of time. Another factor in 
me deciding to use pixel art is how it will take older gamers back to them playing games as a child.
Environment:
Kitty Kat Klimb will be predominantly set inside of the owners house. Other levels could see Klaude exploring outside.
Enemies:
In this game, dogs will be the only enemy that Claude has to face.

Game Idea (1/3)
Kitty Kat Kilmb



Castle Climbers

Characters:
The playable character will be a knight called Sir Climbalot. There will also be a princess called Princess Skyrise.
Story:
The story will follow the knight. His goal is to find the princess trapped in the tower and rescue her. Along the way, the knight 
will fight Orcs who have kidnapped the princess.
Mechanics:
A good mechanic for this game could be the inclusion of a level up system. This will work by spending experience points 
gained from killing enemies. The knight can upgrade his health regeneration, armour or sword to help fight orcs.
Visuals:
For this game, I would also choose to make it in pixel art. This is because of the simplicity of pixel art and how much detail can 
be provided in one asset.
Environment:
Castle Climbers will be set inside of a castle.
Enemies:
The only enemies the knight will face is orcs.

Game Idea (2/3)



Game Idea (3/3)

Characters:
The playable character will be Joe. There will be two named NPCs, Adam, the boss and Laura, the girl who Joe loves.
Story:
Adam, a notorious hacker, has trapped Joe inside of his computer to torment him. He has created a challenge for Joe to 
escape from. Adam holds all the cards but has given Joe a chance to escape. Whilst wasting Joe’s time, Adam kidnaps Laura, 
Joe’s love. Will Joe defaut Adam and save his love?
Mechanics:
A good mechanic for my game will be a timer, this will make the player feel under pressure and maybe begin to rush the game 
to the finish. Another mechanic will be falling code which can sometimes be corrupt. This will kill the player. The likelihood of 
the code being corrupt increases as the player progresses through the level.
Visuals:
For this game, I would also choose to make it in pixel art. This is because of the simplicity of pixel art and how much detail can 
be provided in one asset.
Environment:
Joe’s Conquest will be set within a place called The Friendzone.
Enemies:
Joe will face two types of enemies. Peers, which hurl abuse at Joe and Adam, the final boss.

Joe’s Conquest



User UI

In my game I would like 4 different UI elements/menus.

1. A main menu screen containing a PLAY GAME button which sends the player into the 

game a and QUIT GAME button which closes the game down.

2. A heads up display for the user showing them their LIVES, SCORE and a TIMER.

3. A lose screen which makes it obvious the player has lost. This will include a MAIN MENU 

button which sends the user back to the main menu screen.

4. A win screen which makes it obvious that the player has won. This will include a MAIN 

MENU button which sends the user back to the main menu screen.



Platformer Game Art Style



Character Concept Art

The concept art above expresses a little white character 
wearing a red fez. It is displaying a happy facial expression 
on its unproportionally large head and small body, arms 
and legs. The character primarily uses the colours white 
and red which could imply the character’s naivety and his 
love for his fez. The colour of the fez could have been 
chosen as its the colour usually associated with a fez.

In the concept art above, the character appears the be an 
ice viking type creature. The face in this character is 
hidden but the eyes allude to the mystery posed by what 
exactly this is. The character is wearing armour and is 
bearing an ice weapon. The colour scheme is 
predominantly blues with hints of brown and red. The blue 
alludes to the coldness of the character. The character has 
fairly realistic proportions.



The above concept art shows a medieval sort of character 
with various styles - probably relating to its skill. The first 
appears to be a warrior - with a sword and shield, the next 
an assassin with two smaller blades and finally an archer. 
The colour scheme are dull, dirty colours; the browns, 
greys and greens. The first one shows a brave facial 
expression whereas the last one shows a more concerned 
and cowardice facial expression.

Character Concept Art

The above concept art is from Mario. It shows a man in a 
blue jumpsuit and red hat in a variety of poses. The 
proportions seem to be more realistic than the likes of the 
first piece but its still got a slightly larger head than you 
would expect. Mario bears no weapons and consists of a 
mainly red and blue colour scheme with hints of white. 
This creates the impression  of both danger and calmness.



The concept art above is another line drawing and 
therefore doesn’t have a colour scheme attached. The 
facial expression used presents an overconfidence in the 
character as if they know what they are doing. The 
character is equipped with a sword (mounted on his back) 
and appears to be wearing medieval peasants clothing 
meaning he could just be anybody. The body language used 
also conveys the overconfident attitude.

Character Concept Art

The concept art above shows a little ninja type character in 
a hooded jacket wielding a samurai sword on its back. The 
character is smiling. As a line drawing, the concept art 
doesn’t use a colour scheme. The head seems to be slightly 
larger than you would expect. The body language suggests 
an unreadiness for combat - or an over confidence in the 
combat abilities of the character. The character is fairly 
ambidextrous so I can’t pin whether its male or female.



The concept art above appears to have the most realistic 
proportions of all the pieces so far. The character is 
wearing a helmet, some cutoffs and a button up, short 
sleeved shirt. The larger turnaround on the right shows an 
angry facial expression. The colour scheme used involves 
reds, blues and white. The ginger colour to his hair, plus its 
style is like fire which could imply that he has something 
burning inside of him.

Character Concept Art

The concept art above shows a skeleton type figure 
wearing a hooded jacket. The facial expression implies 
sadness for the character but the body language seems 
more open than upset. Again, as the concept art is just a 
black outline, it doesn’t use a colour scheme. This 
character seems to have more exaggerated, smaller legs 
than most of the other concept art.



The above concept art is another line drawing of a 
renaissance era military troop like the ones found in the 
American Civil War. The character uses realistic 
proportions and is holding a sword in the 4th drawing. His 
posture is somewhat basic and you can’t really infer much 
from it, his facial expression is the same; its like hes just 
stood there and nothing is going on around him.

Character Concept Art

The concept art above shows a waiter or someone of a 
high class due to the clothing worn and its use of gold and 
purple. The suit worn also has a bluish grey and looks 
metallic. The character displays confidence and charm due 
to the way he is holding his suit. The character gives a stern 
facial expression with a questioning eyebrow - as if 
somebody has just said something ridiculous. The 
character is proportionate besides the amount of muscle 
on his arms.



The above drawings are my first three initial 

designs. Number 1 is just a standard player 

who isn’t wearing anything. Number 2 is 

wearing a santa costume and number 3 one 

is wearing a viking helmet.

Character Concept Art - Initial Designs

The above drawings are my second three 

initial designs. Number 4 is wearing a viking 

helmet and looks injured with scratches. 

Number 5 has empty looking eyes giving the 

impression of loneliness or depression. 

Number 6 also looks empty and depressed.



Character Concept Art - Silhouettes



Character Concept Art - Drawn Over



Character Concept Art - 3 Point Turnaround



Concept Art - Character Poses



Character Concept Art - Further Concept Art



Concept Art - Final Piece



Concept Art - Evaluation

For my character’s initial designs, I used the traditional form of line drawing; pencil and paper. 

Drawing with a pencil is good as your hands are usually steadier than using a digital form of art 

using a graphics tablet or mouse and you feel more incontrol of what is going on. If I was to 

complete this task again, I would probably still use pencil and paper.

For the character silhouettes I used a scan of my  initial designs and drew over them digitally. 

This is a fairly simple process. If I was to complete this task again, I would probably use charcoal 

instead as it is a good method to add more detail into the artwork as the art doesn't look like 

solid colour. Also, I can improve the silhouettes by rubbing out the charcoal rather than adding 

another colour on top of the piece.



Concept Art - Evaluation

For my drawn over concept art, I took the silhouettes and added colour digitally. This didn’t work 

out so well due to the fact that most of my designs at this point consisted of solid colour. 

Furthermore, the concepts were poorly done on my part. If I could do this again, I would still use 

the same method of digital art but would use gradients and make my work look better instead of 

just relying on the fill tool.

For my three point turnaround, I redrew my character from scratch digitally. I drew the front, 

back and side of my character. If I was to do this again, I would first draw my character using the 

traditional pencil and paper method and scan it in to draw over my concept. This may have 

improved the quality of my character.



Concept Art - Evaluation

For my character poses, I drew my character from the side in a way I wanted my character to be 

presented in game by drawing a jump pose and a throw pose. This was due to my initial idea for 

the game having a jump and throw mechanic. In the end however, my game didn’t include the 

throw mechanic. If I was to do this again, I would first draw these using a traditional method and 

then using that to make a digital copy. This would have improved the quality of my work.

For my further concept art, I drew my character inside my game. This shows the character inside 

of a computer - which is where my game is set. This concept art was done inside of Photoshop. If 

given the opportunity to do this again, I would draw the concept piece using a pencil first before 

drawing it digitally as drawing the outline in pencil is, in my opinion, easier to correct rather than 

in photoshop.



Concept Art - Evaluation

My final piece is a single image of most of the parts which led up to the completion of my further 

concept art piece. It shows my silhouettes, drawn over silhouettes, three point turn around, 

poses and further concept piece on a background resembling the look and feel of my game. 

Overall, I believe the layout of this is good but could look better if I had produced better quality 

concept art throughout this project, this is what let me down. As this is a digital representation 

of my work, using a traditional method wouldn’t be particularly beneficial to my work. The only 

way I could have done this is through collage which I feel would have given a worse quality than 

the digital designs. I could have laid out my work in a more professional manner by exploring 

different layouts.



Level Design - The Parts

For my level, I intend to have both stationary and moving parts. I would like to use stationary and 

moving platforms. By using moving platforms, my game becomes more difficult to play as timing 

jumps becomes more difficult to do. My game will also include items such as coins, which can be 

used to potentially upgrade the character; Joe, or his weapons. I will also include hearts and 

glasses fragments to the game as collectibles, along with a singular key to unlock the boss door; 

this key will be hidden in a place just reachable for the player. Alongside these items, I will 

introduce horizontally and vertically moving platforms as mentioned earlier, these will be on a 

timer. I would also like to introduce some sort of falling platforms which trigger when the player 

jumps on them. The main enemies that my game will contain are peers, these are patrolling units 

who look for Joe and hurl abuse at him. I will also have Spikes which kill the player, these will be 

stationary.



Level Design - Pencil Design



My digital level is for the most part identical to my 

traditional designs. The colouring chosen is red, green, 

blue and black, this is to emulate a computer which can 

display RGB. My level consists of various collectibles 

which will increase the player’s score.

Level Design - Digital Design



Level Block Out

The block out of my level inside unity is shown in the 

image on the right. It is almost identical to my digital 

version besides not including the objects within the game. 

The cannon which I had originally planned has been 

scrapped. This is due to how my game is now going to 

work plus how high  the jumping is. So without major level 

design changes, it wouldn’t fit within my game. I had also 

planned for a boss battle hence the large room but due to 

time constraints, this has also been scrapped. Alongside 

this, I have decided to change my triangle spikes to square 

death boxes instead.



Level When Environment Art In Unity

The art shown here is the best way to display my 

level inside unity. Here, the sprites on the platforms 

look stretched, however, in my game this problem is 

solved by the Tiling.cs script. I made this script to 

solve the stretching problem and instead show my 

the art as little squares instead of lots of rectangles. 

Meaning that if a platform has a width of 8 and a 

height of 1, the script will cause the sprite to tile 

itself 8 times along the x axis and 1 time along the y 

axis, example below



Game Improvements

After doing a group task where we played each others’ game and then had to suggest how them 

games could be improved, I was given some feedback. This is;

- Fix bugs within my game as my ground collision was breaking for an unknown reason and 

therefore breaking the jumping within my game.

- Implementation of more mechanics as I hadn’t implemented all my chosen mechanics yet.

- Remove the running mechanic as it made the game too easy as you could avoid sections.



Sprite Sheet Animations [UNIT 8]

This is the walk cycle animation for the main 

character; Joe. In this animation, his feet move in a 

circular motion and rotate to mimic the walking of 

a real person. His body and head bob up and down  

and his arms swing back and forth.

This is the jump animation for Joe. In 

this animation, his body, head and hands 

move down to mimic the bending of 

someone's knees. Then, he throws his 

body up and his arms swing into the air. 

His feet tilt downwards to push him up 

further and he then lands.

This is the idle animation for 

the main character; Joe. In 

this animation, he taps his 

foot, his head and body bob 

up and down and his arms 

swing slightly.



Importing sprite sheets into unity is a simple task. After creation, you simply drag and drop them 

into the game engine where they copy themselves to. After this, you right click and create a 

separate material for each sprite sheet. Then, you drag the spritesheet onto the material’s 

Albedo and apply a material to the player object. After doing this, a function within my 

moveMe.cs script takes that sprite sheet, zooms it in and displays a single frame. Also within my 

moveMe.cs script, the materials are changed depending on whether the player is idling, walking 

or jumping.

Importing Sprite Sheets Into Unity [UNIT 8]



Sprite Sheet Evaluation [UNIT 8]

My sprite sheets are fairly basic primarily due to my lack of artistic skills, however, this does fit 

well within my world because the character feels somewhat out of place. My game revolves 

around this feeling of not belonging there as Joe is from the real world and was trapped inside of 

a computer - from which he must escape. Overall, my sprite sheets aren’t perfect and could be 

better. For example, the bobbing I introduced is nearly impossible to notice and just makes it 

look as if the sprite is glitching out and therefore, I have improved this by making the bobbing 

look more fluid and more pronounced. The new walk cycle doesn’t look all that different but it 

feels better when playing my game.



Sprite Animations In Unity

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=me6ostiTLfw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=me6ostiTLfw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=me6ostiTLfw


Game Mechanics (1/2)

My game has platforms which move. This 

adds difficulty to my game by requiring the 

player to time their jumps better. Also, when 

you land on these platforms, you move with 

them so if they move left, you also move left, 

if they move up, you also move up. This 

mechanic is controlled by my 

PlatformController.cs script.

My game has a green, red and black 

background/foreground which gives the 

effect of being inside the matrix. There are 

green code which wont affect the player and 

red code. The red code is a virus and will 

send the player back to their spawn point. 

Moving Platforms Virus Code



Game Mechanics (2/2)

In my game I have a double jump mechanic. 

This does as stated and allows the player to 

double jump. This mechanic is implemented 

through the MoveMe.cs script.

In my game I have a timer mechanic, this 

increases the difficulty; firstly by adding a 

secondary lose condition and also making 

the player rush to complete the game within 

a certain time frame. This timer is set to give 

the player 3 minutes to complete the game. 

This is controlled by the HUDController.cs 

script.

Double Jump Timer



Game Mechanics Evaluation

I originally intended for my game to have a timer mechanic and a corrupt code mechanic. I had 

only intended for the code to cause the player to lose a life but ultimately changed this to only 

respawn them due to their difficulty to avoid sometimes. With the timer, I had origonally 

planned to give the player only 100 seconds to complete the game but as the game developed, 

introducing more obstacles, I increased this to 300 seconds.



Mechanics Refinement - Virus Code

After getting feedback for my game I have decided to reduce the chance of a virus code 

spawning. This is due to the fact that they currently spawn with a 1 in 5 chance but this leads to a 

lot of player resets and makes the game almost impossible to complete. Now, I have reduced this 

chance to 1 in 15 This should reduce the amount shown by 1/3. Image 1 here is before, where 

the chance was 1 in 5. There is a total of 9 virus code in the image. Image 2 is after the change 

was made where there are only 4 virus code, this shows a clear reduction of about 1/3 when you 

account for the randomness factor.



Mechanics Refinement - Timer

After getting feedback for my game I have decided to increase the amount of time the player has to 

complete my game. This was 300 seconds (5 minutes) for the player to complete the game and although 
completely doable, most of the time the player needed another 5-10 seconds to just reach the platform. 
After making the timer count up and getting people to play my game until completion, it seemed like 
most people would complete the game with an average time of around 332 seconds with the quickest 
being 254 and the slowest being 753. Using this data, I have decided to give the player 360 seconds to 
complete the game. Image 1 shows the 300 second timer and image 2 shows the 360 second timer.



Telling The User About The Mechanics

I have chosen to tell the user about my mechanics when they begin the game. They are told to 

avoid the red boxes, the red code, what the checkpoints look like and that they can double jump. 

This gives the player additional help when they start playing my game as they aren’t confused at 

what that red box is or what them blue boxes are for. They can read the instructions and away 

they go.



Game Mechanics - Proof

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SkrS89MdMQY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SkrS89MdMQY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=me6ostiTLfw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SkrS89MdMQY


Mechanics Refinement

By reducing the spawn chance, I have made the game much easier to beat which ultimately 

results in a better user experience as users won’t get as annoyed when they die a lot. This should 

increase user engagement and mean longer play times for players which in a commercial 

product would potentially see less refunds and therefore more revenue.

By increasing the time the user has to complete my game, I have made it easier to complete. This 

again may increase play time as people don’t rage quit from the game. However, this could also 

decrease play time as more people are completing it after fewer tries and thus less time needs to 

be played in order to complete the game.

Overall, looking at the balance between difficulty and keeping people engaged, I feel like the 

improvements I have made will have a good impact for the player.



Win and Lose Condition

When the user starts the game they are given 3 lives and 6 minutes to reach the end block. If the 

users lives decreases all the way to 0 they are met with the game over screen. Likewise, if the 

timer hits 0, they are also sent to the game over screen.



Win Condition

The win condition of my game is to reach the end platform. This sends the user to the screen 

shown below.



Script - Background.cs (Page 1)



Script - Background.cs (Page 2)



Script - HUDController.cs (Page 1)



Script - HUDController.cs (Page 2)



Script - MenuController.cs



Script - MoveMe.cs (Page 1)



Script - MoveMe.cs (Page 2)



Script - MoveMe.cs (Page 3)



Script - MoveMe.cs (Page 4)



Script - MoveMe.cs (Page 5)



Script - MoveMe.cs (Page 6)



Script - PlatformController.cs (Page 1)



Script - PlatformController.cs (Page 2)



Script - Tiling.cs



Project Evaluation

Overall, I am happy with how my project turned out. My code probably could be better but it 

works as intended and can easily be reused and implemented into other games I may make in 

the future. My sprite sheets, however simplistic, work well within my game. They show that Joe 

seems out of place but also follow the same theme. My environment art is also simplistic but 

again looks well in my game. My animations worked out well, as did my mechanics. But as 

mentioned before, my concept really let me down in this project.

Going forwards, with some improvements like implementing sound effects, adding more 

mechanics and introducing a more fulfilling campaign mode, the game which I have created in 

this project can  eventually be turned into a fully commercial product.


